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A bound is obtained for the minimal norm of the ideals in an ideal class 
of the number field K, where K is a quadratic extension of a Euclidean 
imaginary quadratic field. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a quadratic number field with discriminant d, any ideal class contains 
an integral ideal whose norm a satisfies 
a < d*/2 if d > 0, a g (jdJ/3)* if d < 0. 
This is the well-known “Gauss bound” for quadratic fields. (Cf. e.g. [2], 
Theorem 197, p. 176.) We shall prove an analogous result for a class of 
biquadratic fields. 
Let F = Q(( -m)*), where Q denotes the rational number field and 
m = 1, 2, 3, 7 or 11. (These are the Euclidean imaginary quadratic fields.) 
Let K = F((p)*), p E F, be a quadratic extension of F with absolute 
discriminant D. 
TBBOREM. Any ideal class of K contains an integral ideal ‘% whose 
(absolute) norm N91 satisfies the inequality N% $ 0’8; and the stronger 
inequality N9I 5 D*/12 holds in case F = Q(( - 7)*). 
This bound improves the usual Minkowski bound 30*/)/2~~ for K by a 
factor of about 55 in case F = Q((-7)*), and .82 in the other four cases. 
The same bound D*/8 was obtained for the case m = 1 in [I]. It is 
remarkable that the general bound D+/8 has the same form as that 
obtained in [3] for quite a different class of biquadratic fields. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
If K is a quadratic extension of F, we may write K = F(b)*), where 
p E OF (the ring of integers of F) with no square non-unit factors. We 
denote by 0 the automorphism of K/F given by (CL)* + -(p)*, and, for 
A f K, we write A” for the conjugate of A in K/F. Since F has class 
number 1, the ring of integers OK of K has a basis { 1, Tz} as an Or-module, 
and the relative discriminant of K/F is a principal ideal (6), where 
6 = (Q-F)’ E OF. In general we have R = Q*, 6 = 4~; but if 
p s 1 (mod 4) we have R = f(1 +p*), 6 = p; and there are still other 
cases. The absolute discriminant of K is D = dZNS = d’[S(‘, where d is 
the discriminant of F. 
Since OF is a Euclidean domain, every integral ideal %I of K has a 
canonical OF-module basis of the form (a, fl+ yQ), where a, fl,y E Of, 
and a and y have minimal # 0 norm. Clearly a.and y are unique up to 
unit factors, and then j3 is only determined modulo a. We write ‘?I = 
[a, /I + @]-in particular, OK = [l, RI--and we note finally that 9l is 
primitive for K/F if and only if y = 1. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let V be an ideal class of K and let % = [a, &+Q] be a (primitive) 
integral ideal in the class V whose norm N% = Na = jai* is as small as 
possible. We define y, /I, 8 by 
ay = NK&$ +Q B = TKIFUh +a>, Ub+Q = ~8. 
Then /I’-4ay = 6, hence 4jayi I ifliz+ 161. Also N&3 = N&l.?’ = y, 
while !.B E 69-l = Vu, so 23” E ‘Z. Since iai = jNKIF’%( is minimal for 
integral ideals in %, it follows that ial s iyi = iNKIF23”i, consequently 
4ial* S iBi2+14 (1) 
Now I claim that it is possible to reduce PO modulo a, in the basis 
representation of 9I = [a, &,+Q], so that 
*iSi = iSo+3(Q+Wi I c,i4 (2) 
wherec,,,=$(m+l)fifm = 1or2,cP=(p+1)/4p*ifm=p= 3,7orll. 
Then it will follow from (1) that 4iai2-4c~iai2 5 ISI. Now d = -4m if 
m=lor2,d=-pifm=p= 3, 7 or 11, and so this takes the form 
Ial2 S idi jSl/lZ if m = 7, Ial2 6 idjiSi/B if m = 1, 2, 3 or 11. 
Since N% = jai2 and IdiiSi = Dt, we obtain the inequalities as given in 
the statement of the theorem. 
Thus it remains only to show that (2) can actually be satisfied. 
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4. A GEOMETRICAL LEMMA 
The justification of (2) follows from applying to the disc Iz + $(LI +D’)] s 
c,lc11 the following lemma: 
LEMMA. Let F = Q(( -m)f), let 0 # a E 0,, and let c,,, be as defined in 
Section 3. Then any closed disc in the complex plane with radius c,,,lal 
contains a complete system of residues of 0, module a (abbreviated: 
CRS mod a). 
Before proving the lemma we consider first any F = Q((-m)*) with 
ring of integers OF = [I, w] = 2 @ ~2, where w  is the usual basis 
number (-rn)* or +(l + (-m)f). For any arbitrary 0 # a E C, let 
T = T(F, a) be the group of transformations of C which is freely generated 
by the translations 
t, = (z --) z+a), t, = (z + z+oa), ZE C. 
T is canonically isomorphic to O$ by the correspondence 
y = m+nwt-+t, = t:tZ, = (z+z+ya), YEOF, m,nEZ. 
Finally, for any r E C, let P(5) be the closed plane region bounded by 
the parallelogram with vertices 5, 5 +a, < +(l + o)a, 5 + oa. It is clear 
that for any F, a # 0, and {, P(r) is a fundamental region for the trans- 
formation group T = T(F, a). 
Now we assume that 0 # a E 0,. Then each t E T induces a trans- 
formation of O,, considered as a lattice of parallelograms (generated by 
1, o) in the complex plane C. Clearly for p, /3’ E Or, 
/?’ 3 /?(moda)o/Y = /?+ya, YEO~+~’ = t,B, t,ET. 
Thus the T-equivalence classes of 0, are just the residue classes of 0, 
modulo a. Hence any parallelogram P(t), being a fundamental region 
for T, contains in particular a CRS mod a. 
Proof of Lemma. (i) m = 1 or 2, o = (-m)f, c, = $(m+ I)*. Note 
that c,,Jal is just half the length of the diagonal of any fundamental 
parallelogram (rectangle!) P(r) of T. Thus the closed disc 0(&J with 
center @,, and radius c,,,jal contains the rectangle P’(&,) centered at &,, 
i.e., P’({,) = P(r), 5 = to-+(1 +~)a. Since P’(&,) contains a CRS mod a, 
so does D(&,). 
(ii) m =p = 3, 7 or 11, o = +(1+(-p)*), cP = (p+1)/4p*. In these 
cases P(t) is not a rectangle, and the longer diagonal is lal[(P+9)/4]* 
which is greater than the diameter 2cJal of any disc D(&). Hence we 
need to show that P’(5,) = P(5, -4-I +~)a), the fundamental parallelo- 
gram with center to, is T-equivalent to a subset of the disc D(<,,). It is 
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sufficient to consider the case I$ = 0, so we denote by D, the disc D(O), 
and by I’, the parallelogram P’(0) with vertices (-f 1 + o)cr/2. (See Figure 1 
for the case p = 7.) We draw arcs, all with radius C&XI, with centers at 
If: tl, f ocr. Here Z1 = a~‘/( -p)* is equidistant from 0, LX and ma-in fact, 
it is the location of Z, that determines the constant cP. Since the centers 0, 
A 
Figure 1. F = Q((-7)‘) 
+ a, +ocr of all the arcs are T-equivalent, we see that P, - Do can be 
translated into Do as follows: 
t- 1 I ASZI R + BSZiR’, t, : CWZzV + DW’Z;V’, 
t-, : ATZ, U + DT’Z;U’, t, : CXZ, Y --) BX’Z; Y’, 
where by ASZ,R, for example, we mean the closed region bounded by 
the segments AR, AS and the arcs RZ,, SZ1. Thus we have shown that 
PO is T-equivalent to a subset of Do. Hence D, contains a CRS mod a. 
Thus the Lemma is proved, and so the proof of the Theorem is complete. 
5. EXAMPLES 
There are 15 fields K, all of them extensions of Q(( - 3)f), for which our 
bound allows US to conclude that the class number is 1. For the smallest 
norms from F = Q((-3)f) to Q are 1 and 3; hence if Df/g < 3, i.e., 
N6 < 64, then K must have class number 1. Thus K = F((p)*) has class 
number 1 for the following values of 6: 
6 = p = 1+4p, -3-4p, 1-4/I, 5+4p, 5, -3+4p, -7-4p; 
6 = 4/l = -4; 
6 = ,u = -7, 1+8p, -7-8p, 5-4p, 9+4p; 
6 = 4/.L = 4-4p, -4+4p. 
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Here p = W* = f( - I+( -3)*), p3 = 1. Only the first 8 values of 6, 
where NS < 44, are obtained by use of the Minkowski bound 3Df/2n2. 
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